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Abstract
Why is civil conflict so costly for development? We argue that civil conflict undermines the legitimacy
of the nation-state and empowers traditional sources of authority. In particular, we demonstrate, using
recent instances of an insurgency in West Africa, that civil conflict erodes national identities, replacing
them by ethnic identities. Based on the existing historical, anthropological, and ethnographic evidence,
we model the choice of loyalty (national or ethnic) as a coordination game with strategic complementarities (“global game”). This model allows us to show how the instances of civil conflict can break
up that coordination and impede nation-building. We perform several estimation strategies (including
difference-in-difference and instrumental variables) to quantify the effect of civil conflict of national identity in three nations: Burkina Faso, Mali, and Nigeria. The identification of the effect comes from using
pre-independence data on the location of ethnic homelands of rebellious groups of Tuareg (in case of
Burkina Faso and Mali) and Hausa/Fulani (in case of Nigeria). Our key assumption is that the location
of those groups in colonial times is independent of the “potential outcome”: potential changes in national
identity between years 2010 and 2012. We explore the plausibility of this assumption using pre-treatment
trends, placebo tests, and robustness checks. We also find that our estimates are resilient to the violation
of exclusion restrictions (even the violation is large as our most important individual-level predictor of
national identity does not revert our findings). Our theory and evidence contribute to the study of state
formation and state capacity by exploring the roots of people’s self-identification with a state.
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Introduction
One of the most remarkable and often under-appreciated achievements of African post-colonial develop-

ment is the construction of national identities. While many of the states in Africa have arbitrary borders
drawn by European colonial powers, preoccupied with their own rivalry, in the course of the post-colonial
development those imagined borders, became a reality in two important respects. First, the African political
map proved remarkably resilient with comparatively small number of conflicts between states. Second, according to the Afrobarometer survey, most of the people in Sub-Saharan Africa, view their national identity
at least as important as their ethno-linguistic group.
How this construction of nations become possible and what are its main impediments? In this paper, we
offer a formal model of nation-building that puts information and coordination in the heart of this process. In
the spirit of the definition of state as an organization that controls violence, first coined by Leo Trotsky and
then famously borrowed by Max Weber, we show that civil violence can break up the successful coordination
of identities.
The inspiration for our model also comes from the idea of “two publics” by Peter P. Ekeh. Ekeh [1975]
asserts that African nations are caught in the duality of loyalties: the first loyalty is to the “primordial
public” (the word “primordial” here is used by Ekeh for expressive convenience, with the full appreciation
of socially constructed nature of many of Sub-Saharan ethno-linguistic groups), and the second one is to the
“civic public”. This conflict of loyalties shapes many of the aspects of political and economic development
in Africa. Building on this insight, we outline the formal logic of the choice between the two loyalties, and
demonstrate how incapacity of the state to control violence shifts the balance away from the civic public.
We believe that our study has broad theoretical and practical implications. Nation-state is one of the
most important inventions of modern era. Much of people’s political, economic, and social life is organized
around the existence of geographically defined, “sovereign” entities. Construction of such sovereign entities
– nation-states – is important for economic development. Without the capable state, it is nearly impossible
to ensure the provision public goods and services, enforcement of contracts, and national security (Dincecco
and Prado [2012], Acemoglu et al. [2014]). A number of studies have looked at the problem of nation-building
from the perspective of tangible tasks that a state needs to perform, like education, administration, police,
and taxation (Geddes [1994], Besley and Persson [2010], Soifer [2015]). Those studies help us understand
the challenges the governments of weak states face when they try to perform functions that are normally
seen as the state’s responsibility.
One of the understudied aspects of state-building is a social construction of nation, an “imagined community” that the citizens of a country see themselves belonging to. Sociologists, political theorists, and
historians have been contributing to this question (Anderson [2006], Gellner and Breuilly [2008], Hobsbawm
[2012], Mann [2012], Miguel [2004], Robinson [2014]). Many studies have explored the construction of identities using data from the developing nations.(Laitin [1998], Posner [2004], Miguel [2004], Eifert et al. [2010],
Robinson [2014]). Our study contributes to this effort.
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In the literature, the study of the impact of the warfare on national identities is often confined to the
effects of international warfare.1 For example, Dell and Querubin [2016] show that territories affected by US
bombardments during the Vietnam War were experiencing a rise in the communist insurgency. Similarly,
civil wars are believed sometimes to be nation-defining events, out of which a nation emerges. For example,
scholars believe that American Civil War “forged” American identity (Huntington [2004], Neely [2011],
Vorenberg [2013]), or that Spanish Civil War (and subsequent reconciliation) contribute to Spanish identity
(Aguilar Fernández and Humlebaek [2002]).
In this paper, we attempt to advance the study of national identity in two respects: first, we offer a
formal model, where we theorize national identity as a coordination problem. In our setup, citizens would
like to become a part of nation if the other citizens make the same choice. Because the viability of national
identity is anchored in the existence of a well-functioning state, the threats to state institutions, break up
that coordination, and thus erode national identity. Secondly, we test the main prediction of the model –
negative association between the insurgency and national identity – using the survey data from the regions
in West Africa that have been recently exposed to the ethnic or religious insurgency.
In our model, by using a global games approach, exemplified in Morris and Shin [1998, 2004] we assume,
that each citizen of a multi-ethnic state has a choice: to keep their ethnic identity (status quo), or embrace
national identity with potential benefits in case enough people will decide to support the national identity.
Each citizen has their own private estimate of the benefits from accepting national identity and observe a
public signal about the strength of the state. If a state becomes observably weaker, it decreases the expected
benefit from accepting the national identity.
Motivated by the predictions of the theoretical model, we employ difference-in-difference approach to
estimate an effect of insurgency on the probability of accepting national identity by the respondents of
Afrobarometer surveys. We use survey data from the places affected by two recent insurgencies in subSaharan Africa. The first one is the Tuareg rebellion caused by the fact, that Tuaregs were first hired
by Muamar al-Gaddafi when the Lybian Civil War started, and then returned to their homelands with
the weapons when the Libyan regime had been defeated. The second one is a Boko Haram insurgency
in the northern Nigeria, that started after the death of one of the local Muslim leaders in 2009. We use
Afrobarometer surveys that were completed before and after insurgency, and show that in the regions affected
by insurgency probability of accepting national identity decreased. An important part of our identification
strategy is avoiding a post-treatment bias by assigning regions to “treatment” and “control” groups based on
the information on the ethnic composition of those regions (in particular, we use the information from Atlas
Narodov Mira about ethnic homelands of Tuaregs and ethnic groups involved in Boko Haram). Finally, we
employ IV estimation, by using historical homelands of ethnic groups involved in insurgency and temporal
variation in rebellion as instruments for the insurgency. For the reasons of data availability, we analyze three
countries: Burkina Faso, Mali, and Nigeria. In our preferred specification, the one standard deviation in the
1 For

those interested in researching the topic beyond the material covered in this paper, possibly the best reference to consult

is Bauer et al. [2016].
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exposure to an insurgency results into -0.43 standard deviation of national self-identification on the regional
level.
The paper is organized as follows. The national identity choice model is introduced in Section 2. Background information about Tuaregs and Boko Haram is presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the
data. Section 5 explains identification strategy. Section 6 contains main empirical results. Robustness and
sensitivity checks are presented in Section 7. Section 8 contains concluding remarks.

2

Model: National Identity as a Coordination Problem
We use the “global games” approach, proposed in Carlsson and Van Damme [1993] and popularized in

Morris and Shin [1998, 2004], to model the choice of identity by the residents of a country exposed to a civil
conflict. We view the choice of identity as a coordination problem. People of different ethnicities can either
choose a national identity or keep their ethnic identity as their primary identity. Here, we do not assume that
ethnic identity is primordial in any sense, just that the construction of ethnic identities had preceded the
nation-building efforts by post-colonial governments. . The payoffs from having a national identity depend
on how many other people also choose national identity, and are potentially larger than the payoffs from
ethnic identity. The payoffs from national identity depend on the strength of the state. If a state is not able
to contain violence, then the payoff goes down. This is why the information about insurgent activities has
a twofold effect: it directly decreases the utility of associating oneself with the state, and it also inhibits the
coordination on a national identity, because it influences higher order beliefs about whether the other people
in a society are likely to prefer national identity.
The following subsections formalize this intuition.
Setup
Consider an area with a continuum of agents-residents of a country (i) of the measure one, uniformly
distributed over [0, 1]. We assume that all agents are homogeneous, but might belong to different ethnic
groups. Agents face a binary choice of whether to accept a national identity or to retain an ethnic identity.
Resident i’s payoff as follows:

ui =



0

if the agent keeps ethnic identity


θ + τ A

if the agent accepts national identity

(2.1)

where parameter θ captures the expected net benefit from strong national state. Here we assume that
ethnic identity is a status quo: people have innate preferences for being a part of their “tribe”, as their
parents and grandparents. Importantly, we allow “group size benefit” for those who decide to associate
themselves with the nation: their payoff depends on A ∈ [0, 1] the total share of agents deciding to associate
themselves with the country’s nation. An example, of such benefit is an access to credit and urban jobs. It
4

has been documented that in many African nations, ethnicity serves as a vehicle for patronage dispension.
In case of Zambia, Posner [2005] describes a tendency of ethnical favoritism in hiring, succinctly put in a
Nyanja term “wako ni wako” (“what yours is yours”). Parameter τ captures the the magnitude of this
benefit from the size.
The agents have a diffuse prior distribution of θ ∈ R. We assume, that agents live in two regions. Share
r of the citizens live in the region where insurgency occurs, and share of (1 − r) citizens live in a region of the
country without the insurgency. All citizens receive common signal pj = θ + εj , where εI ∼ N (0, αI ) is the
noise in the region with insurgency, and εN I ∼ N (0, αN I ) is the noise in the region without insurgency. It
can be interpreted as an imperfect common knowledge about the stability of the government. Here we assume
that citizens of the region with the insurgency will have higher precision about the insurgency (αI < αN I ).
Citizens of the region without the insurgency assume that citizens of other region have the similar public
signal that they have received. At the same time, citizens of the affected region know that their signal is
more precise and observe all information that individuals in non-affected region see (pN I , αN I ).
In addition, each citizen receives an independent private signal xi = θ + ξi , where ξi ∼ N (0, β), is noise.
It represents a personal assessment of the benefits from national identity (in vein of Carvalho [2010]). People


¯
βxi +αj p
αj β
update their private signal with the public one: θij = θ|pj , xi ∼ N
;
αj +β
αj +β , j ∈ {I, N I}.
Analysis
We seek equilibrium in threshold strategies. Agents have two strategies:

¯
ai (θij ) =



keep ethnic identity

¯
if θij ≤ κj∗


accept national identity

¯
if θij > κj∗

(2.2)

That is agents accept national identity if their beliefs about future benefits from sharing national identity
is high, i.e. θ¯i is above some threshold κ∗ . There is a unique equilibrium cutoff κ for the citizens defined
by the expectation of future benefits from national state that makes an individual indifferent regarding the
choice of accepting national or tribal identity.
The equilibrium participation threshold κ is the solution to the equilibrium condition:

p

κN I + τ Φ
γ N I (pN I − κN I ) = 0,
 p
 (1 − r)κN I 
κI + τ rΦ
γ I (pI − κI ) −
=0
τ
where γ j =

β (αj +β )
αj2 (β+2αj ) ,

(2.3)
(2.4)

j ∈ {I, N I}. As shown in Morris and Shin [1998, 2004] the equilibrium is

unique if regularity conditions (τ 2 γ < 2π) hold (see the proof in the Appendix A.1).
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Comparative statics
After we have found the equilibrium thresholds κ∗ we can derive the equilibrium participation, A:

β I
p
αI

I

A =Φ

+θ−
β

β+αI I
κ
αI

!
(2.5)

It is continuous and strictly increasing in p.
We find the probability that an agent will choose a national identity:

P rob(ai (θ¯iI ) = 1) = Φ

p

!

αI

β
β + αI

I

· xi + p
·p −
β + αI

p

β+

αI

· θ¯iI

(2.6)

Proposition 1. : Share of people who accept national identity is always increasing in signal about about
the strength of the state ( ∂A
∂p > 0).
Proof:

1
∂AI
= Iφ
∂pI
α

β I
p
αI

+θ−
β

β+αI I
κ
αI

!
>0

(2.7)

Proposition 2. : Probability of an agent to accept a national identity is always increasing in signal about
∂ [P rob(ai (θ¯iI )=1)]
> 0).
the strength of the state (
∂pI
Proof:

h
i
∂ P rob(ai (θ¯iI ) = 1)
∂pI

=p

αI
β + αI

φ

αI

β

p
· xi + p
· pI −
β + αI
β + αI

!
p

β + αI · θ¯iI

>0

(2.8)

For the purposes of this paper, this model produces a specific testable prediction: the probability of a
person identifying with the nation should decrease when the state becomes weaker.

3

Tuareg Rebellion and Boko Haram: Background Information
This paper uses two recent instances of civil conflict in Sub-Saharan Africa to test the predictions of the

model: in particular, the relationship between the national identity and the exposure to civil conflict. This
section offers a brief introduction to the substantive background of the cases we consider in our empirical
tests.
Figure 3.1 depicts the map of African continent, where the changes in the number of terrorist attacks in
particular country are shown in red. We see that countries of Burkina Faso, Mali, and Nigeria are among the
6

nations that has recently suffered from civil conflicts. However, this aggregate picture masks an important
within-country variation. In Burkina Faso, the insurgency happened mostly in the northern provinces of
Odulam, Soum, and Seno (Figure 3.2). In Mali, the insurgency happened in northern regions of Toumbuktu,
Kidal, and Gao, collectively known as Azawad (Figure 3.2). In Nigeria, the insurgency happened mostly in
the north-east states of Borno, Yobe, and Adamawa (Figure 3.2).
Why the insurgencies happened in some places but less so – in others? The location and timings of the
insurgencies were not random, it depended on several important factors. First, the insurgencies happened
in the ethnic homelands of particular groups: Tuaregs (in case of Burkina Faso and Mali) and Hausa/Fulani
(in case of Nigeria). Figure 3.3 shows the areas of Tuareg and Hausa/Fulani presence based on Soviet Atlas
Narodov Mira. The timing of some of those rebellions was also not random, it was influences by the abrupt
regime change in Libya.
Civil war in Libya wreaked havoc in the Magreb and West Africa. In the time of unrest, colonel al-Gaddafi
used his vast financial resources to train, arm, and fund large numbers of Tuaregs – semi-nomadic ethnic
minority group.2 When he died, the Tuaregs took the guns back to their homelands: regions of Algeria,
Mali, Niger and Burkina Faso and attempted to take control of that territory.3 Some groups of Tuaregs went
southward in this semi-arid belt of land known as the Sahel.
In Mali, they led a full-fledged rebellion and, for a time, seized the country’s northern half. For example,
a Tuareg group that calls itself National Movement for the Liberation of Azavad was making a military
assault on the targets not only in Mali but also in Niger and Burkina Faso, and reached as far as Niamey in
the South-western Niger.4
As a visual example of insurgency, we present a graph (Figure 3.4) of total number of killed and wounded
people5 due to terrorist attacks in Mali, Niger, Nigeria, and Burkina Faso. Because Tuareg migration
happened in 2011, for our difference-in-difference estimation (to be described later), we designate the year
2010 as a year “before treatment”, and the year 2012 as year “after treatment”.
The second example of the effect of insurgency on the national identification comes from the activity of
terrorist organization Boko Haram in Nigeria (Umar [2011]). This radical extremist Islamic organization,
based in northeastern Nigeria, is also active in Chad, Niger6 and northern Cameroon. It was founded in 2002,
however terrorist activity started only in 2009. It adheres to the Salafi jihadism ideology of Islam, that in turn
originated from the Wahhabi denomination of Sunni Islam and spread through other Muslim denominations.
In addition to high violence, it can be characterized by opposition to the perceived “westernization” of
2 More

information

about

this

fact

can

71898&pageid=20&pagename=Security

be

found

here

gaddafi-and-tuareg-lords-of-desert,
or

here

https://www.opendemocracy.net/hugh-brody/

http://www.thecuttingedgenews.com/index.php?article=
here

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/06/world/africa/

tuaregs-use-qaddafis-arms-for-rebellion-in-mali.html?_r=0.
3 http: // www. webcitation. org/ 6AGfVdHeO
4 http: // foreignpolicy. com/ 2012/ 04/ 05/ the-mess-in-mali/
5 Based on the data by Global Terrorist Database (GTD [2015]).
6 It conquered three Niger’s cities: Bosso, Diffa and N’guigme by January 2015. However, Boko Haram didn’t have significant
effect on Niger during the 2010-2012 period that was used in the regression setting 5.2.
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Figure 3.1: Severity of the terrorist attacks in Africa (in changes between 2010 and 2012)
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Figure 3.2: Severity of the terrorist attacks in Burkina Faso, Mali and Nigeria (in changes between 2010 and
2012)

Figure 3.3: Ethnic Homelands of Tuaregs and Hausa/Fulani
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Figure 3.4: Terrorist Attacks

Nigerian society and to the concentration of the wealth in the predominantly Christian South of the country.
It is important to point out that our theory does not require that an insurgency is necessarily driven
by the ethnic cleavages. The only requirement that we impose is that insurgency is perceived as a sign of
state weakness (which is almost tautological because the existence of an active insurgency means that the
state is not fully capable to maintain a monopoly on violence). Two types of insurgencies that we study
here presumably happened for a different sets of reasons: Tuareg insurgents were seeking independence of
their ethnic homelands, while Boko Haram members were animated by the religious zeal and the perceived
economic injustice. We have selected those insurgencies because they happened in the countries where we
have reliable data on the salience of ethnic and national identities in the years before the insurgencies and thus
can explore the potential effects of the insurgencies. It is also important that those insurgencies covered only
several regions in their respective countries for this allows us to make within-country comparisons. Obviously,
those regions were not in any way “random”. We explore this assumption is the following sections.

4

Data
For this paper we use several datasets. The individual data before and after the start of insurgency of

2011-2012 come from the 4th and the 5th waves of Afrobarometer surveys7 . As we can use only data for
those countries, that are present in both waves – before and after the start of the insurgency – we restrict
ourselves with study of Burkina Faso, Mali and Nigeria.
7 www.afrobarometer.org
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The main variable of interest is the national identity (N Iit ). We construct it as an indicator variable
by using the question about whether a respondent considers “national identity” their primary identity: if a
respondent answers that they consider only “national identity” their primary identity, we assign the value
of 1 to the N Iit and 0 otherwise.
The data for the number of terrorist attacks and fatalities due to the insurgencies are taken from the
Global Terrorist Database (GTD [2015]) and Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project8 .
Mali’s Afrobarometer samples contains information about six South-Western regions (out of nine regions)
of Mali as three northeastern regions are constantly dangerous because of the presence of Al-Queda. Tuareg
activity was noted in four out of six regions9 , while two of them (Bamako and Kayes) can be considered
as a control group. As for Burkina Faso, there are eight regions, and for the treatment group we use the
northern region of Sahel where Tuaregs do live.
For the analysis, we use 2010 as a base year and 2012 as a treatment year. As can be seen on the figure
3.4 there was only one violent incident in 2009, and most of the attacks started in the late 2010 (Umar
[2011]). Aggression was gradually rising until it peaked in the January 2012. On Figure 3.4 Nigerian data
are depicted with the black lines and green dotes. We use 2010 as a base year, and 2012 as a treatment year:
as can be seen there were a sharp increase in the number of killed and wounded in 2011, and even sharper
increase in 2012. There are 36 states and one federal capital territory in Nigeria, and as a treatment group
we will use all states where Boko Haram made at least one attack since 201010 .
The historical data about the Tuareg’s homelands are taken from the Geo-referencing of ethnic groups
(GREG), that is a digitalized map of the Soviet ethnographic atlas “Atlas Narodov Mira”.

5

Empirical Strategy and Identification
The main prediction from our model is that an insurgency has a negative causal effect on the national self-

identification. To test this prediction we perform a series of statistical tests that impose different assumptions
on the data-generating process. For the purpose of testing our theory, a random assignment of an insurgent
activity to different geographical regions would provide the most convincing evidence. Such experimental
assignment would be unethical. In this paper, we thus rely on the observational data (described above) and
a series of estimation strategies. We start with a naive OLS estimation to find if we see the correlation
between insurgency and national identity. Then we perform a difference-in-difference estimation where we
assign historical ethnic homelands of Tuaregs and Hausa/Fulani to the hypothetical “treatment group” and
other regions – to the hypothetical “control group’. This estimation allows us to rule out the existence of an
unobserved constant region-specific factor that can bias our estimates. Finally, we perform an instrumental
8 We
9 It

use ACLED Version 6 from http://www.acleddata.com/.
is worth to note that we mark regions as treated if there were terrorist attacks conducted by Tuaregs in 2011-2013

(according to GTD [2015]). There were no Tuaregs attack in 2010.
10 The data is taken from GTD [2015]. The list of those states is as follows: Adamawa, Kano, Gombe, Taraba, Bauchi,
Plateau, Kaduna, Niger, Kogi, Abuja, Nasarawa, Zamfara, Sokoto, Katsina, Jigawa.
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variable estimation, status of ethnic homelands of a rebellious group to predict the instances of civil conflicts.
Given the nature of our data, all methods we employ rely on certain untested assumptions, but because our
results are robust across different methods, we conclude that, to the best of our knowledge, our theory is
corroborated by the evidence.
We start with a ’‘naive” linear regression equation estimated via OLS:

N Iirt = α + δnaı̈ve Insurgencyrt + X0 irt γ + µr + εirt ,

(5.1)

where as a dependent variable we use a dummy N Iirt = 0 if respondent i in region r has identified
herself with her ethnic group at time t ∈ {2010, 2012} and equal to 1 if she identifies herself with the nation.
Variable Insurgencyrt is a continuous measure of terrorist activity in region r at time t, X0 irt is the matrix of
individual controls such as total years of education, age, religion, dummy for rural area, household’s wealth
index, religion and ethnicity, and µr is a region fixed effect.11 The coefficient of interest is δnaı̈ve , and we
expect it to be negative. As the treatment is on the regional level, we cluster errors on the regional level as
well.
Heroic assumptions are required for estimates of δnaı̈ve in equation 5.1 to be interpreted as the causal
effect of civil conflict, as the instance of conflict could be correlated with omitted factors affecting both
insurgency as well as national identity. It is important to note though, that as we have a region fixed effect
in the regression, we already control for those factors that additively-linear and constant in time. To control
for a time-varying factor, we add a year fixed effect and an interaction of the fixed effect of insurgency and
a year fixed effect. This interaction term now becomes our main coefficient of interest:

N Iirt = α + β1 Insurgencyrt + β2 P OSTt + δ̃naı̈ve (P OSTt × Insurgencyrt ) + X0 irt γ + µr + εirt ,

(5.2)

where as a dependent variable we use a dummy N Iirt = 0 if respondent i in region r has identified herself
with her ethnic group at time t ∈ {2010, 2012} and equal to unity if she identifies herself with the nation.
Variable P OSTt is a dummy equal to unity if t = 2012, Insurgencyr is a continuous measure of terrorist
activity in region r at time t, Xi is the matrix of individual controls such as total years of education, age,
religion, dummy for rural area, household’s wealth index , religion and ethnicity, and µr is a region fixed
effect. The coefficient of interest is δ̃naı̈ve , and we expect it to be negative. As the treatment is on the
regional level, we cluster errors on the regional level as well.
In the specification above, we are interested in δ̃[
naı̈ve that is the effect of insurgency when the civil
conflict had happened.12 Thus we use two types of variation. First, it is geographical variation: whether the
particular region within a country experienced insurgency. And second, the temporal variation: whether the
particular wave of the survey happened after the increase in violence.
11 If

in this or the following specifications we use the following assets instead of the wealth index: house phone, motor vehicle,

television, radio, electricity, and type of access to water, results remain virtually unchanged.
12 Results of regression with other proxies for insurgency will be provided in Robustness section.
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One of the potential sources of bias is that the effect, decrease of national identity, might come not from
the mechanism that we theorize about, the deteriorating belief about the strength of the state, but from a
more trivial explanation: the rebellious group might withdraw the support for the nation. To make sure
that this effect is not driving the results we exclude responses from the members of Tuareg group from our
analysis, and we also exclude two regions directly controlled by Boko Haram.
An alternative strategy is to exploit the plausibly exogenous start of civil conflict described in Section
3 which increased the severity of civil conflict by making insurgency more likely. Assuming that the only
outcome-relevant change before and after the Tuareg and Boko Haram rebellion, conditional on X0 irt , was
the increase in insurgency, we can use a difference-in-difference (DD) framework to specify the following
regression:

N Iirt = α + βP OSTt + δDD (P OSTt × Homelandr ) + X0 irt γ + µr + εirt ,

(5.3)

where as a dependent variable we use a dummy N Iirt = 0 if respondent i in region r has identified herself
with her ethnic group at time t ∈ {2010, 2012} and equal to unity if she identifies herself with the nation.
Variable P OSTt is a dummy equal to unity if t = 2012, Homelandr is a dummy, if the region r is a homeland
region for the ethnic group of Tuareg, or Hausa/Fulani, Xi is the matrix of individual controls such as total
years of education, age, religion, dummy for rural area, household’s wealth index , religion and ethnicity, and
µr is a region fixed effect. Again, as the treatment is on the regional level, we cluster errors on the regional
level as well. Here omit the Homelandr dummy as now it is collinear with region fixed effects.
It is important to note that the assignment regions to the “treatment” and “control” groups is not based
on the levels of actual increase in violence, but on the potential exposure to the insurgent activity. In
particular, in case of Tuareg rebellion, we assign Tuareg homelands to the treatment group, and in case of
Boko Haram we assign Hausa/Fulani homelands to “treatment group”. The main assumption here is that,
as those ethnic groups settled in those territories for hundreds of years long before the existence of any
national borders, and the only way they can affect contemporary national identity choices is through higher
probability of having a rebellious population nowadays.
One of the key assumptions of the difference-in-difference approach is that the potential outcomes for the
control group and for the treatment group are the same. This assumption cannot be tested directly, however
one of the ways to explore its plausibility is to look at trends in the dependent variable before the treatment
within the treatment group and within the control group. If those trends are parallel, and the changes in
trends coincide with the time of the treatment, it should increase our confidence, that the usual challenges
to causal identification might be alleviated in this case.
Figure 5.1. shows the trends in the national identity. Blue lines represent the treatment group, and red
line represents the control group. We see that before the insurgency (round 4 of the survey), the average
levels of national identity have been increasing in all the regions, but right after the start of the insurgencies,
we see important changes. The level of national identity in the control group remains stable (around 27
13

Figure 5.1: Pre-treatment trends in national identity

percent), but the level of national identity in the treatment group goes down rapidly (from 30 percent to 9
percent).
Under the assumption that national identification used to exhibit similar trends in all regions, we can think
of the parameter δDD as measuring the effect of civil conflict. However, if for example the insurgency increase
over time for reasons that could themselves affect the outcome, the underlying identification assumption is
easily violated. For example, a shift towards Islamic fundamentalism in treated regions over time could induce
interpretations of the DD estimate other than one related to the effect of civil conflict. For this reason we
further exploit historical homelands of ethnic groups involved in the civil conflict in an instrumental variable
(IV) framework. As potential outcomes maybe are different, because treatment group is exposed to timevarying shock that is correlated with national identity, we also need to switch from regression specification
in levels to specification in differences. The IV’s first-stage regression is specified as follows:

∆Insurgencyr = α̃ + πHomelandr + ∆X0 r γ̃ + νr ,
And the second stage looks like:

\ r + ∆X0 r γ + εr ,
∆N Ir = α + φ∆Insurgency
14

(5.4)

where as a dependent variable we use a ∆N Ir – a change in share of people who choses national identity
over ethnic identity in region r between 4th and 5th waves of Afrobarometer. Variable Homelandr is a
dummy, if the region r is a homeland region for the ethnic group of Tuareg, or Hausa/Fulani ; ∆Insurgencyr
is a continuous measure of changes in terrorist activity in region r ; ∆Xr is the matrix of regional controls
such as total years of education, age, religion, dummy for rural area, household’s wealth index, religion and
ethnicity. We use robust standard errors in this specification.

6

Results
Results of the OLS estimations are presented in Table 1. In Columns I we present results of the naive OLS

specification for with the full set of demographic controls and region fixed effects. While result is negative, it
is insignificant. The reason is, terrorist attack per se may be correlated with the national identity if national
identity and insurgency show the similar trends. To take this into account, we include dummy for the year
after the start of civil conflict and interaction of the severity of insurgency with the time dummy. Results are
presented in Column II: the interaction term is negative and significant, suggesting, that insurgency during
the civil conflict is negatively related to the choice of national identity. In particular, one standard deviation
change in the severity of insurgency decreases probability of a person to associate herself with a nation by
9.5%.
In Column III we add ethnicity fixed effects, however the coefficient of interest does not change significantly.
To show that our results are not driven by sampling of the Afrobarometer survey, in Columns IV and
V we present results of similar regression specifications aggregated by region. In particular, Column IV
represents the same specification as Column I: similarly, the coefficient is negative, while significant. We
add dummies for countries, instead of region dummies, and use robust standard errors.13 Column V repeats
the specification in Column II, with all coefficients having the same signs and being significant. The result
suggest that one standard deviation in insurgency after the civil war started decreases share of people who
associated themselves with the nation by 35.1% of the standard deviation.
As we would expect, we do not capture the causal effect due to endogeneity issues. First, measurement
error of our main explanatory variable, that appear due to under-reported incidents of the civil conflict may
attenuate our results. Second, more problematic bias can be caused by unobserved heterogeneity caused by
the fact, that Tuareg and Hausa\Fulani ethnic groups currently dwell in those regions where insurgency and
perception of national identity correlate with some institutional or cultural unobservables. Third, reverse
causality concerns remain, as adverse shock of national identity due to the civil conflict can increase the
insurgency.
13 Clustering

by countries (three clusters) yields standard errors that are smaller than robust one, and we prefer to show them

as the most conservative. Clustered by country standard errors are available upon request.
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Table 1: Civil conflict and national identity: OLS
I
VARIABLES
Insurgency

II

III

IV

V

Dependent variable: National identity
-0.0133

0.0270

0.0279

-0.00914**

0.01601

(0.0111)

(0.0173)

(0.0167)

(0.00382)

(0.01221)

-0.0407

-0.0675

-0.0592**

(0.0417)

(0.0447)

(0.0257)

Terrorist attacks ×

-0.0340**

-0.0326**

-0.0256**

After civil war

(0.0152)

(0.0143)

(0.0125)

After civil war

Socioeconomic controls

X

X

X

X

X

Region FE

X

X

X

×

×

Country FE

X

X

X

X

X

Ethnicity FE

×

×

X

×

×

Sample

Individual

Aggregated

Observations

9,349

9,556

9,349

225

225

R-squared

0.169

0.156

0.175

0.411

0.451

Notes: All columns include constant. The following variables are included as controls in columns I-V: age, age squared,
gender dummy, religion dummy (christians, muslim or traditional), dummy for positive change in living conditions, dummy for
unemployment, dummy for dayly access to news, wealth index. Controls for columns IV and V are aggregated. In columns
I-III robust clustered by region standard errors in parentheses. 60 clusters. In columns IV and V robust standard errors in
parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

In the Table 2 we present our difference in difference estimates based on the ethnic homelands of the
rebellious tribes (historical ethnic homelands of Tuaregs (in case Burkina Faso and Mali) and Hausa\Fulani
ethnic groups (in case of Nigeria)) rather than actual insurgency (specification 5.3). In Column I we present
results of the regression without covariates. The difference-in-difference estimator tells us, that civil war
in those territories decreases probability of accepting national identity by 17.6% in historical territories of
affected tribes. By adding covariates in Column II we have the same result, such as the coefficient δd
DD
does not change, that is a good sign, as by our assumption of the difference-in-difference estimation, the
treatment should be uncorrelated to the covariates. Further, in Column III we add ethnicity fixed effects,
that should explain a lot in the individual unobserved heterogeneity. The coefficient of interest decreases in
magnitude, such as civil war in homelands of Tuaregs and Hausa\Fulani decreases probability of accepting
national identity by 15.1%.
Finally, we estimate the same model specification with the data aggregated on the regional level in
Columns IV and V. Both results in negative and significant coefficient of the interaction term: civil war
in homelands of Tuaregs and Hausa\Fulani decreases share of people accepted national identity by 48.2%
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of its standard deviation. Figure 6.1 shows the residual plot of the national identity and treatment status
interacted with time dummy.
Table 2: Civil conflict and national identity: Difference-in-difference estimation
I
VARIABLES
After civil war

II

III

IV

V

Dependent variable: National identity
-0.0186

-0.0214

-0.0434

-0.0754***

-0.0547**

(0.0349)

(0.0340)

(0.0387)

(0.0228)

(0.0250)

Homelands ×

-0.176**

-0.172**

-0.151*

-0.0610**

-0.102***

After civil war

(0.0770)

(0.0761)

(0.0793)

(0.0256)

(0.0328)

Socioeconomic controls

×

X

X

×

X

Region FE

X

X

X

×

×

Country FE

X

X

X

X

X

Ethnicity FE

×

×

X

×

×

Sample

Individual

Aggregated

Observations

9,556

9,556

9,349

225

225

R-squared

0.158

0.160

0.178

0.399

0.453

Notes: All columns include constant. The following variables are included as controls in columns I-V: age, age squared,
gender dummy, religion dummy (christians, muslim or traditional), dummy for positive change in living conditions, dummy for
unemployment, dummy for dayly access to news, wealth index. Controls for columns IV and V are aggregated. In columns
I-III robust clustered by region standard errors in parentheses. 60 clusters. In columns IV and V robust standard errors in
parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Figure 6.1: Difference-in-difference estimation, residual plot: National identity and the interaction term
(aggregated)

One can also interpret these results as a reduced for the IV specification in levels in Appendix as we assume
that the historic homelands interacted with time fixed effects can affect changes in national self-identification
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only through the actual increase in violence.14
However, as difference-in-difference approach is violated if regions in ethnic homelands are exposed to
time-varying shock that is correlated with national identity we employ IV estimation. First, in Columns I
we report OLS results for the regression in differences. Increase in insurgency by one terrorist attack that
took one life decreases the share of people associated themselves with a nation by 2%. In Column II we
present reduced form regression. The instrument, is significant, suggesting that share of people choosing
national identity decreased by 13.8% in ethnic homelands. We report results for the first stage regression in
Column III: the instrument is strong in predicting the insurgency, such as more insurgency increased more
in the ethnic homelands of the affected tribes. The F statistics of excluded instruments is equal to 21.4.
At the same time, Anderson-Rubin test suggest, that the instrument is not weak on 1% confidence level.
While the instrument is not weak, the partial R squared is quite high, suggesting the instruments explains
20% of the variation in the endogenous variable. This can potentially make instruments capture some of the
endogeneity of the instrumented variable. Discussion of this issue and sensitivity checks that will alleviate
this concern will be presented later in the Robustness section.
Results of the second stage presented in Column IV. As we see, the coefficient of interest is negative
and significant, and twice as bigger in magnitude than the OLS specifications in Column I: an increase in
insurgency by one terrorist attack that took one life decreases the share of people associated themselves with
a nation by 4%. This suggests that reverse causality and unobserved heterogeneity concerns were less of an
issue.
However, the results above may not hold if assumptions of instrumental variable estimation do not hold.
In the Table 4 we check if the effect is indeed comes through compliers: peoples who stop associate themselves
as a nation in regions - ethnic homelands of the ethnic groups involved in the civil conflict. As can be seen,
neither OLS nor reduced form yield significant coefficients. Not surprisingly, first stage effect of the historical
ethnic homelands (in which there were no increase in insurgency) has opposite effect on insurgency, while
F-statistics remain high (10). Finally, Column IV reports the second stage regression: the coefficient of
interest has opposite sign and is insignificant. This fact indicates that the effect is indeed coming through
the compliers and not through other means.
14 To

explore this idea more thoroughly, we employ our IV framework, following specification 5.4.
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Table 3: Civil conflict and national identity: IV estimation
I
VARIABLES

II

Reduced form

First stage

-0.0404***

(0.00753)

(0.0140)

X

-0.138**

3.418***

(0.0540)

(0.739)

X

X

Partial R-squared

0.209

F-stat of excluded instruments

21.405

Prob ¿ F

0.000

Anderson-Rubin p-value

0.0067

Observations
R-squared

Second stage

-0.0196**

Homelands
Socioeconomic controls

IV

Second stage dependent variable: ∆National identity
OLS

∆Insurgency

III

X

108

108

108

108

0.207

0.199

0.262

0.13

Notes: Columns I and III are estimated with OLS. Columns II and IV are estimated with 2SLS. Instrumented variable in
columns II and IV is insurgency. Instruments in columns II and IV are dummy for year after civil conflict and ethnic homelands
dummy. All columns include constant. The following variables are included as controls in columns I-IV: age, age squared,
gender dummy, religion dummy (christians, muslim or traditional), dummy for positive change in living conditions, dummy for
unemployment, dummy for dayly access to news, wealth index. Controls for columns III and IV are aggregated. In columns
I-II robust clustered by region standard errors in parentheses. 60 clusters. In columns III and IV robust standard errors in
parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Figure 6.2: IV estimation, residual plot: Change in national identity and the dummy for ethnic homelands

Another important concern regarding results of the IV estimate is violation of the exclusion restrictions.
While it is hardly possible to prove absence of its violation, it is hard to believe that ethnic homelands that
were established hundreds of years ago affected something that had happened exactly between 2010 and
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2012. Nevertheless, we take this concern seriously, and in Section 7 will employ method developed in Conley
et al. [2012] and relax exogeneity assumption of the instruments to show that results are still hold.
Table 4: Civil conflict and national identity: IV estimation (no compliers)
I
VARIABLES

Reduced form

First stage

(0.0146)

(0.0582)

X

-0.0423

-1.720***

(0.122)

(0.539)

X

X
0.036

F-stat of excluded instruments

10.017

Prob ¿ F

0.002

Anderson-Rubin p-value

0.6624

R-squared

Second stage
0.0246

Partial R-squared

Observations

IV

0.00218

Homelands
Socioeconomic controls

III

Second stage dependent variable: ∆National identity
OLS

∆Insurgency

II

X

77

77

77

77

0.110

0.111

0.148

0.06

Notes: Columns I and III are estimated with OLS. Columns II and IV are estimated with 2SLS. Instrumented variable in
columns II and IV is insurgency. Instruments in columns II and IV are dummy for year after civil conflict and ethnic homelands
dummy. All columns include constant. The following variables are included as controls in columns I-IV: age, age squared,
gender dummy, religion dummy (christians, muslim or traditional), dummy for positive change in living conditions, dummy for
unemployment, dummy for dayly access to news, wealth index. Controls for columns III and IV are aggregated. In columns
I-II robust clustered by region standard errors in parentheses. 60 clusters. In columns III and IV robust standard errors in
parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Results of this section show that civil conflict in Mali, Burkina Faso and Nigeria had negative causal
effect on peoples national identity.

7

Robustness and Sensitivity Checks
In this section we present a set of robustness checks, that intend to show that our results are not driven

by data artifacts and can indeed be causally interpreted. First, we will show that results are robust to
alternative IV strategies. Second we will show that results are robust to various proxies of insurgency.
Third we will show that the results are not driven by one of the countries in the sample or some particular
regions. Fourth, we will report placebo test, that show that ethnic homelands does not affect other important
variables. Finally, following Conley et al. [2012] we will relax exogeneity assumptions of our instruments and
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show that the result still holds.
In previous section we provide result for the IV estimates in differences that might mitigate the endogeneity concern. However, assuming, that there were no time shock in historical ethnic homelands correlated with
national identity we can use IV estimation in levels, to check the robustness of our difference-in-difference
results. Below we provide description of the individual-level specification. The first stage looks as follows:

Insurgencyr = π0 + π1 P OSTt + π2 (Homelandr × P OSTt ) + X0 irt γ̃ + µr + νirt ,
And the second stage looks like:

\ rt + X0 irt γ + µrt + εirt ,
N Iirt = α + δIV Insurgency

(7.1)

where as a dependent variable we use a dummy N Iirt = 0 if respondent i in region r has identified herself
with her ethnic group at time t ∈ {2010, 2012} and equal to unity if she identifies herself with the nation.
Variable P OSTt is a dummy equal to unity if t = 2012, Homelandr is a dummy, if the region r is a homeland
region for the ethnic group of Tuareg, or Hausa/Fulani ; Insurgencyr is a continuous measure of terrorist
activity in region r at time t; Xi is the matrix of individual controls such as total years of education, age,
religion, dummy for rural area, household’s wealth index , religion and ethnicity, and µr is a region fixed
effect. Errors are clustered on the regional level as well.
Results of the estimation of the specification above are presented in Table 5. First, in Columns I we present
reduced form individual-level regression. Both instruments, are significant, in predicting the insurgency, such
as more severe insurgency happens after the start of the civil conflict and especially in the ethnic homelands
of the affected tribes. The F statistics of excluded instruments is equal to 13.8 that is marginally bigger
than 11.59 - the proposed critical value for the weak instrument defined by Stock and Yogo [2005] for
one endogenous regressor and two instruments. At the same time, Anderson-Rubin test suggest, that the
instrument is not weak on 1% confidence level. While the instruments are not weak, the partial R squared
is quite high (0.35), suggesting that two instruments solely explain third of the variation in the endogenous
variable. This can potentially make instruments capture some of the endogeneity of the instrumented
variable. However, our estimation of IV regression in difference yield smaller partial R squared, while
reporting similar results.
Results of the second stage presented in Column II. As we see, the coefficient of interest is negative and
significant, and slightly bigger in magnitude than OLS specifications in Table 1: one standard deviation
change in the severity of insurgency decreases probability of a person to associate herself with a nation by
11.3%. This suggests that reverse causality and unobserved heterogeneity concerns were less of an issue.
In Columns III and IV we present the results of the similar specification on the aggregated data. The
first stage is reported in the Column III. Aggregated data specification yields stronger first-stage F-statistics
(35.1), and slightly lower partial R2 = 0.31. Similarly, Anderson-Rubin p-value is below 1% confidence
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level. IV estimate in Column IV is 24% bigger than the OLS one, suggesting that one standard deviation in
insurgency after the civil war started decreases share of people who associated themselves with the nation
by 43.6% of the standard deviation. Figure?? shows the residual plot from the individual-level estimates.
Table 5: Civil conflict and national identity: IV estimation
I
VARIABLES

II

IV

Second stage dependent variable: National identity
First stage

After civil war

III

Second stage

First stage

1.690**

0.468

(0.750)

(0.404)

Homelands ×

2.283*

4.160***

After civil war

(1.148)

(0.633)

Insurgency

Second stage

-0.0422***

-0.0318***

(0.0160)

(0.00746)

Socioeconomic controls

X

X

X

X

Region FE

X

X

×

×

Country FE

X

X

X

X

Ethnicity FE

X

X

×

×

Partial R-squared

0.351

0.313

F-stat of excluded instruments

13.774

35.123

Prob ¿ F

0.000

0.000

Anderson-Rubin p-value

0.006

0.000

Sample

Individual

Aggregated

Observations

9,349

9,349

225

225

R-squared

0.710

0.15

0.423

0.33

Notes: Columns I and III are estimated with OLS. Columns II and IV are estimated with 2SLS. Instrumented variable in
columns II and IV is insurgency. Instruments in columns II and IV are dummy for year after civil conflict and ethnic homelands
dummy. All columns include constant. The following variables are included as controls in columns I-IV: age, age squared,
gender dummy, religion dummy (christians, muslim or traditional), dummy for positive change in living conditions, dummy for
unemployment, dummy for dayly access to news, wealth index. Controls for columns III and IV are aggregated. In columns
I-II robust clustered by region standard errors in parentheses. 60 clusters. In columns III and IV robust standard errors in
parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

However, the results above may not hold if assumptions of instrumental variable estimation do not hold.
In the Table 9 we check if the effect is indeed comes through compliers: peoples who stop associate themselves
as a nation in regions - ethnic homelands of the ethnic groups involved in the civil conflict. As can be seen,
both individual level specification (Columns I and II) and aggregated level specification (Columns III and
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IV) yield weak first stage and insignificant coefficient of interest on the second stage. This fact indicates
that the effect is indeed coming through the compliers and not through other means.
In Table 6 we report results for the specifications similar to those in Table 3 but with different proxies
for insurgency. First, in Column I I use the measure that takes into account not only fatalities but wounded
individuals for computing the severity of insurgency. In Column II I use the same proxy as in Column II
of Table 3 but computed with the ACLED data instead of GTD. In Column III I use the first principal
component of the GTD and ACLED measures. In Column IV we employ binary measure of insurgency,
computed as the indicator of the total number of fatalities in the region r in year t exceeding the median in
at least one of the datasources.15 As can be seen, the F statistics of the excluded instruments varies from
11.1 to 20.8. All second stage coefficients has negative and significant coefficient supporting our findings.
Table 6: Civil conflict and national identity: IV estimation, continuation
I
VARIABLES

II

III

IV

Dependent variable: ∆National identity

-0.0320***

-0.0451**

-0.0816***

-0.369**

(0.0123)

(0.0202)

(0.0307)

(0.154)

X

X

X

X

Partial R-squared

0.175

0.154

0.240

0.128

F-stat of excl inst.

13.581

11.058

20.818

14.479

Prob ¿ F

0.000

0.001

0.000

0.000

ACLED

Both

Both

PCA of both

Dummy for

∆Insurgency

Controls

Data source
Insurgency proxy

GTD
P
P
f atalities+ wounded
P
number of incidents rt

P

P

f atalities
number of incidents rt

P

P

Observations

108

108

f atalities
number of incidents rt

108

insurgency

108

Notes: Columns I and III are estimated with OLS. Columns II and IV are estimated with 2SLS. Instrumented variable in
columns II and IV is insurgency. Instruments in columns II and IV are dummy for year after civil conflict and ethnic homelands
dummy. All columns include constant. The following variables are included as controls in columns I-IV: age, age squared,
gender dummy, religion dummy (christians, muslim or traditional), dummy for positive change in living conditions, dummy for
unemployment, dummy for dayly access to news, wealth index. Controls for columns III and IV are aggregated. In columns
I-II robust clustered by region standard errors in parentheses. 60 clusters. In columns III and IV robust standard errors in
parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Another possible concern is that our results may be driven by one particular civil conflict, as in our
estimates we use two: Tuareg rebellion and Boko Haram insurgency. To take this into account we split
15 The

median for the GTD is 0 fatalities, while for ACLED, it is 8. Using other thresholds do not significantly change the

results.
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the sample into two: Mali and Burkina Faso, and Nigeria. By doing this we have too few observations
to estimate the aggregated specifications: while having correct signs, those results become insignificant.
However, in Table 7 we report results of the individual level specifications.
First, In Columns I and II we present difference-in-difference estimates for Mali and Burkina Faso samples
for no controls and full set of the controls specifications. The coefficients of interest is negative, significant,
and almost twice larger than the coefficients of the corresponding difference-in-difference specifications in
Table 2. And indeed if we look at the Nigerian sample in Columns V and VI the magnitude of the coefficients
is twice as small, and significant (on 1% level) only for the full control specification), suggesting, that ethnic
homelands are less important as a determinant of insurgency in Nigeria than in Mali and Burkina Faso.
Columns III and IV contain results of the 2SLS estimation for the sample without Nigeria. The resulting
second stage coefficient is again twice as large as the one in the full sample. Although, the first stage
is marginally strong, with F-statistics equal to 4.9 and Anderson-Rubin p-value of 0.056. Results for the
Nigerian sample are similar: F-statistics equal to 4.9 and Anderson-Rubin statistics significant on 1%, and
significant, but smaller in magnitude second stage coefficient. These results suggest, that while both civil
conflicts had affect on the national identity, the effect we estimate for the Tuareg rebellion is much stronger
than the effect of Boko Haram. Howeve, this can be explained by the fact, that Boko Haram movement
was not exclusively supported by Hausa/Fulani ethnic group, but other Muslim ethnic groups, thus making
our identification weaker. IV regression in differences on subsamples yield negative second stage coefficients,
while neither the first nor a second stage are significant. This can be attributed to the small sample size, as
difference and difference and IV results in level are robust to subsample analysis.
In addition, we test if our results are robust to alternative construction of the main dependent variable.
In this case, the national identity (N Iit ) dummy is equal to one if the respondent considers only “national
identity” their primary identity or “more national identity” than “ethnic identity”, and 0 otherwise. The
results, of difference-in-difference and IV estimations are presented in Table 8. As can be seen all coefficients
remain negative and significant.
Finally, in vein of Conley et al. [2012] we relax the exogeneity assumptions of the instruments and examine
the bounds we are able to place on the true effect of insurgency on the national identity. The idea behind
the method is simple: if in addition to exogenous and endogenous variables we add instruments (dummy for
the year after the civil conflict had started and its interaction with ethnic homelands dummy) its coefficients
(γ1 and γ2 ) required to be equal to zero according to standard IV estimation. However, by relaxing the
constraint we can find the bounds for the IV estimate of insurgency (β). If one expects instruments to have
direct or indirect positive effect on the choice of identity(γ1 > 0 and γ2 > 0) we will underestimate the true
effect of the insurgency on the national identity. This gives the maximum prior for γ. More challenging
is to determine the minimum prior of γs. Thus we assume, that the maximum direct effect of instrument
will be not bigger than the size of the biggest effect of one of the control covariates. The covariate with the
biggest significant covariate (standardized) is the dummy if individual has access to the news on the daily
basis. Thus we assign the minimum prior for both γ1 = γ2 = −0.028. Applying Conley et al. [2012], we find
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0.0564

Anderson-Rubin p-value

0.064

R-squared

0.086

4,777

0.519

4,777

0.07

4,777

X

X

X

0.149

4,724

×

X

×

0.160

4,572

X

X

X

0.740

4,572

Nigeria

0.000

0.013

4.919

0.326

X

X

X

0.09

4,572

X

X

X

(0.0198)

(1.307)

4.063***

(0.419)

-0.257

Second stage

(0.0311)

(0.0254)

-0.0778***

(0.0162)

-0.172***

First stage

National identity

VIII

-0.0373*

(0.0790)

-0.0657

(0.0324)

-0.173***

Difference-in-difference

Insurgency

VII

-0.0928***

Second stage

National identity

VI

errors in parentheses. 60 clusters. In columns III and IV robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

for unemployment, dummy for dayly access to news, wealth index. Controls for columns III and IV are aggregated. In columns I-II robust clustered by region standard

controls in columns I-IV: age, age squared, gender dummy, religion dummy (christians, muslim or traditional), dummy for positive change in living conditions, dummy

in columns II and IV are dummy for year after civil conflict and ethnic homelands dummy. All columns include constant. The following variables are included as

Notes: Columns I and III are estimated with OLS. Columns II and IV are estimated with 2SLS. Instrumented variable in columns II and IV is insurgency. Instruments

4,832

Observations

V

Dependent variable:

IV
National identity

Mali and Burkina Faso

0.018

Prob ¿ F

Sample

4.907

X

F-stat of excluded instruments

×

Ethnicity FE

X
0.175

X

X

Region FE

X

(1.280)

2.567*

(0.775)

0.393

Partial R-squared

X

×
X

(0.162)

Socioeconomic controls

Insurgency

(0.186)

After civil war

-0.377**

(0.0620)

(0.0464)
-0.393**

0.0486

0.0580

First stage

Difference-in-difference

III
Insurgency

II

National identity

Homelands ×

After civil war

VARIABLES

I

Table 7: Civil conflict and national identity: IV estimation (without Nigeria)

26
0.129

R-squared

0.133

9,556

Individual
0.149

9,349

0.097

225

0.359

225

Aggregated

0.12

9,349

Individual
0.22

225

0.001

0.00

35.12

0.31

×

X

0.18

108

Aggregated

0.220

0.00

21.41

0.20

×

×

X

(0.01713)

-0.0451***

errors in parentheses. 60 clusters. In columns III and IV robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

for unemployment, dummy for dayly access to news, wealth index. Controls for columns III and IV are aggregated. In columns I-II robust clustered by region standard

controls in columns I-IV: age, age squared, gender dummy, religion dummy (christians, muslim or traditional), dummy for positive change in living conditions, dummy

in columns II and IV are dummy for year after civil conflict and ethnic homelands dummy. All columns include constant. The following variables are included as

Notes: Columns I and III are estimated with OLS. Columns II and IV are estimated with 2SLS. Instrumented variable in columns II and IV is insurgency. Instruments

9,556

Observations

Sample

0.009

Anderson-Rubin p-value

X

0.00

×

X

X

(0.00983)

(0.0178)
X

-0.0334***

VIII
∆National identity

Second stage

VII

-0.0529***

Prob ¿ F

×

X

X

(0.0441)

-0.0787*

(0.0306)

-0.0954***

13.77

X

×

×

(0.0406)

-0.109***

(0.0327)

-0.0816**

F-stat of excluded instruments

X

×

Ethnicity FE

X

X

(0.0816)

-0.183**

(0.0424)

-0.0577

VI

0.35

X

×

Region FE

V

Partial R-squared

X

×

(0.0790)

Socioeconomic controls

Insurgency

(0.0793)

After civil war

-0.206**

(0.0377)

(0.0389)
-0.211**

IV

Dependent variable: National identity

III

Difference-in-difference
-0.0248

II

-0.0216

Homelands ×

After civil war

VARIABLES

I

Table 8: Civil conflict and national identity: Alternative national identity measure

that the bounds on the strength of β are still below zero (at 95% confidence level):[−0.049; −0.021] if we
use our baseline measure of insurgency or [−0.208; −0.068] if we use dummy for insurgency. Therefore, even
allowing for imperfect exogeneity, the negative effect of insurgency on the national identity is confirmed.
All robustness and sensitivity checks above suggest, that the our theory is indeed supported by the
empirical data, and the civil conflict is damaging the creation of the national identity.

8

Conclusion
This paper looks at the connection between the national identity and insurgencies. In our model, we

look at the formation of national identity as a problem of coordination anchored in the strength of the
state. Because the insurgencies are the manifestations of state weakness, our model predicts that that the
coordination on the national identity becomes harder if the citizens are exposed to an active insurgency.
We test the predictions of our model using the survey data from the the countries exposed to the recent
insurgencies in Sub-Saharan Africa: Tuareg rebellion and Boko Haram. We find that in the regions with
active insurgent campaigns, the national identity significantly decreased, while it remained stable in the
regions not exposed to the rebellion.
Our study suggests that one of the many reasons why civil conflict is costly for growth is because it might
erode national identity.
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A

Appendix

A.1

Proofs

Condition for uniqueness of equilibrium:
Let’s define U (κ∗ ) as the left-hand side function of the equation (2). A sufficient condition for a uniqueness
of the solution is that the left-hand side increases weakly monotonically in κ∗ . Here we follow Morris and
Shin [1998, 2004] proof of uniqueness:

√
U = κ∗ + τ Φ ( γ(κ∗ − p)) ,

(A.1)

We need the derivative of U (κ∗ ) with respect to κ∗ to be non-negative:

∂U
√
√
= 1 + τ γφ ( γ(κ∗ − p)) ≥ 0,
∂κ∗

(A.2)

√
√
1 ≥ τ γφ ( γ(κ∗ − p))

(A.3)

√
≥ τ γ √12π ,

Here we use the fact that standard normal p.d.f. (φ(x)) maximum value is equal to
substituting φ(·) with

√1
2π

√1
2π

at x = 0 and

in equation A.3. This gives the sufficient condition for a unique equilibrium:

2π

≥ τ 2γ
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(A.4)

A.2

Robustnesses Checks
Table 9: Civil conflict and national identity: IV estimation in levels (no compliers)
I
VARIABLES

II

IV

Second stage dependent variable: National identity
First stage

After civil war

III

Second stage

First stage

1.686**

1.109***

(0.751)

(0.375)

Homelands ×

-1.896**

-0.577**

After civil war

(0.871)

(0.246)

Insurgency

Second stage

-0.0290

-0.0256

(0.0293)

(0.0245)

Socioeconomic controls

X

X

X

X

Region FE

X

X

×

×

Country FE

X

X

X

X

Ethnicity FE

X

X

×

×

Partial R-squared

0.201

0.102

F-stat of excluded instruments

2.522

4.471

Prob ¿ F

0.091

0.013

Anderson-Rubin p-value

0.004

0.487

Sample

Individual

Aggregated

Observations

7,755

7,755

169

169

R-squared

0.631

0.16

0.220

0.42

Notes: Columns I and III are estimated with OLS. Columns II and IV are estimated with 2SLS. Instrumented variable in
columns II and IV is insurgency. Instruments in columns II and IV are dummy for year after civil conflict and ethnic homelands
dummy. All columns include constant. The following variables are included as controls in columns I-IV: age, age squared,
gender dummy, religion dummy (christians, muslim or traditional), dummy for positive change in living conditions, dummy for
unemployment, dummy for dayly access to news, wealth index. Controls for columns III and IV are aggregated. In columns
I-II robust clustered by region standard errors in parentheses. 60 clusters. In columns III and IV robust standard errors in
parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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